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Processing the Plan of God Through Prayer 2018-01-16
a cry of gods spirit is going forth it is the same cry that has brought forth every move of god since the beginning of time the
call to pray prayer is not a form or ritual it is simply communion and fellowship with god prayer is changing earth by the power
of heaven heaven is waiting for our legal invitation whatever requests we lift to god heaven is waiting to back us up prayer is
always the catalyst that brings forth gods ability on earth and when we tap into that power we will process the plan of god

Knowing God Through the Year 2016-10-06
how can we turn our knowledge about god into knowledge of god the rule for doing so is simple but demanding it is that we turn
each truth that we learn about god into matter for mediation before god leading to prayer and praise to god knowing god is a more
complex business than knowing another person if we spend the rest of our lives at it there will still be more to comprehend but
the marvel of it is that god s riches are opened up to us to explore j i packer join j i packer on a year of discovery using
excerpts from his bestselling book knowing god each day you ll read a scripture and a brief passage from knowing god there are
ideas for prayer and reflection to help you respond to god as you journey into knowing him more there is no greater adventure

Fifteen Faces of God 2010-03-16
the parable a short story told to impart a lesson to the listener was the chief teaching tool of jesus christ in this delightful
and inspirational book author michael manning the tv host of the word in the world takes readers on a journey through fifteen of
the most beloved parables from the new testament in order to enlighten the many different ways seekers can understand god s
presence in their daily lives from the parable of the talents to the stories of the wedding feast and the good samaritan manning
shows us that god has many faces to meet the diverse challenges we all experience certainly god can be seen as a parent or an
authority figure but as the parables demonstrate god is also a humble servant a conversationalist a friend a risk taker and an
optimist to name just a few knowing this and experiencing god s many faces can dramatically change your life forever in our fast
paced hectic society manning s practical guide for walking a spiritual path is an illuminating multidimensional work that will
help readers to slow down stop look listen and gaze upon the beautiful faces of god and all his creation

Dig Deeper...God is Waiting 2014-12-08
and ye shall seek me and find me when ye shall search for me with all your heart jeremiah 29 13 kjv dig deeper god is waiting will
show you the awesome grace and mercy of god and is a book sent to strengthen gods people evangelist price is a woman who has a
never ending love for god and these devotions were conceived and birthed out during a very overwhelming time in her life for that
reason he has qualified equipped fortified and anointed her to preach this gospel because she truly hears from and knows of him
those who will read dig deeper god is waiting will learn more of him and who you are to him dig deeper god is waiting will take
you deeper in god and his word where you will discover his plan for your life god wants us to stop scratching the surface of who
we think he is and dig within our hearts so deep that others can see the very reflection of god in us

Portals of Revelation 2021-01-19
release untapped supernatural power in a world of pain and confusion you have the supernatural keys to bring heaven to earth from
angelic visitations and revelatory visions to supernatural healings and prophetic utterances jerame nelson teaches you to operate
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in new spiritual dimensions here thy kingdom come is not

Encountering God through the Church 2019-02-21
in this thought provoking examination of how people encounter god wade howell examines the way humans come in contact with the
divine howell presents a biblical theological and philosophical case for why people who are physical can have a relationship with
god who is spirit with an emphasis on centrality of the local church howell demonstrates how god designed the church to satisfy
the most intimate human needs which god placed in humans so he could be the source of their fulfillment with a heart for people
and a love for god s church howell echoes augustine in showing why our soul is restless until it finds rest in god through his
church

Journeys to Unknown Spiritual Frontiers 2018-05-29
what would you do if the lord sent you a dream about a young woman and then the next day there she was standing in front of you in
the check out line at your local gas station would you use this opportunity to witness or would you shy away from following holy
spirit because you don t feel adequately trained or you fear rejection and embarrassment in journeys to unknown spiritual
frontiers helen pasanen and her husband art focus on spirit led experiences in which they have seen the glory of god manifested as
part of the routine of daily life you will discover examples of how a shy introverted scientist has been able to share the hope in
jesus in a simple loving way by sharing his faith story included are helen and art pasanen s testimonies of supernatural
experiences as evidence of the glory of god being manifested in our time plus an account of helen s call to prophetic intercession

Leaving Ordinary 2014-03-11
the deepest longing of the human heart is to know and be known by god god longs for an intimate relationship with us as well but
how do we develop that kind of relationship with a holy god it is one thing to long for such a relationship but quite another to
experience intimacy with him in leaving ordinary donna gaines shares from her personal experience how prayer can become the
channel that links the believer s heart to the heart of god god gave the pattern of the tabernacle to the israelites it was a
temporary and portable dwelling for his glory through it god taught them how to approach and worship him before he led them to
their reward the promised land using the tabernacle and its articles as a guide donna teaches readers how to interact with god in
that secret place of true intimacy that leads to worship your ordinary daily practice of prayer can become an extraordinary
encounter with the living lord leaving ordinary is essential reading for anyone who desires to enter into and experience the
reality of god s presence as you read you will explore the tabernacle and discover how it can be a guide for prayer today learn
how to gain a stronger more intimate relationship with god develop your own personal prayer testimony as you experience his
presence

Everyone, Everywhere 2017-06-01
god is at work around the globe you ll find stories in these pages from every walk of life and every corner that bears this out
amazing stories of the miraculous and stories of the unassuming yet life altering hand of god through his people in some respects
it is not a surprise that god is at work what is a surprise is that god is at work through us when he could choose to work alone
he invites you and everyone to partner with him not just to do the work but to experience the success and joy that comes with
taking a leap of faith as you read through this book you will be both challenged and inspired by these stories the hope is that
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you will see the world around you differently because god is at work in you that is the exciting promise he offers that you can
participate in the most life changing adventure you could ever experience the story of his incredible love for everyone everywhere

The Nature of God Through Jesus Christ 2015-02-23
hear the words of the father expressed through the nature of god as revealed in the trinity come experience the voice of god the
father god the son and god the holy spirit and find rest for your soul for all eternity through the consistent and dedicated
exposure to these study guides over the months ahead you will be transformed into the very nature of god as you grow in knowledge
and wisdom by drawing closer to i am i will draw close to you and reveal more of my plan for your life and your full spiritual
maturity george a morrison and robert s leatherwood servants of the lord we do testify that the treasure of god s holy spirit like
a bright light is found in the unadorned clay lanterns of our ordinary lives the reason for this is to prevent anyone from
confusing god s all surpassing power with us as it is there is not much chance of that for we are but ordinary people anything
noteworthy in us is evidence of the work of his holy spirit

The Way to God Through Jesus 2022-02-22
this book is a concise study of the bible from beginning till end the approach of the author is not confining to normal christian
theologians or conforming to blind religious attitudes it is a deliberate attempt to revive christianity to the right track lining
all conventional vices that got into it in due course through many denominations a special attempt was taken without hesitation to
criticize all relevant in the process of purifying the gold to attain its carat it is a new experience for all studious christians
and scholars with a deep study purpose it is undoubtedly a good book to read in one stretch as it instigates eagerness to know the
truth in simple language jesus wanted to bring all mankind under one roof before his second arrival henceforth the aim and call of
the book are for universally united christianity then only the church will become the body of christ it will move the stagnant
christianity forward with hope in the turbulent world the title is relevant and invites all to read to quench doubts and find the
right way to god

Glory Through Time, Vol. 1: A Narrative of the Kingdom of God 2021-04-12
glory through time is a portrait of king jesus viewed through the powerful deeds he has accomplished over the last 2000 years it
is a testament to the sovereignty of god in history find out how the west was won how the unheard of power of king jesus burst out
of jerusalem transformed egypt overtook france and established the love of jesus as the new principle of western civilization in
the british isles walk with those early kingdom citizens who surrendered their hearts so completely to the king that they were
empowered to transform the nations in his name discover the principles of by my spirit faith as jesus erected a kingdom seeking
spirit empowered church a prayerful community of disciples making disciples making disciples learn about the hallway with nine
doors the basic concept that enabled early christians to consistently connect with god take warning how to protect yourself from
the spiritual virus that attacks the lungs of the body of christ to take its breath away this thoroughly researched historically
accurate narrative recounts how the power of god transformed the nations starting from jerusalem traveling west all the way to the
atlantic ocean look for volume two soon in which douglas mcmurry completes the story of kingdom advance all the way back to
jerusalem today
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The Marvelous Hand of God 2015-07-29
you see in our lives as well there will be times when we get so blistered through the enemy s schemes and tricks we will want to
give up and turn back to the world this is the time for you to focus on the cross of jesus and find the hope and comfort like that
which ruth found when you begin to see god s marvelous hand at work in your life you will definitely experience all the blessings
that the lord has stored up for you you will see his divine favor and love in abundance bestowed upon you it is my sincere desire
that after reading this book you will fully experience his marvelous hand at work this will be done when the holy spirit is in
full control and operation

I Am that I Am 2010-06
our god wants us to know him he not only wants us to know him but he invites us to know him one man dared to ask god who he is and
god s reply was i am that i am what if people lived out the days of their lives with an awareness that god wants a meaningful
relationship with them how would that change the way they interact with god and others in the book i am that i am dr roger
stephens clearly defines the misperceptions that people have of god and corrects them sharing the ways god instructs us to connect
with him giving insight from his own struggles and triumphs do you often find yourself asking why i am i going through this are
there times when you ask where is god maybe your answer is in learning that god is the i am that i am

One Touch 2012-02
it wasn t until i began to write this book that the lord would begin to reveal everything to me he was pulling a yes from my
spirit but i would have to go through this process for him to develop me before he could use me to help someone else i knew i was
being led by the holy spirit but my flesh my mind had to catch up with my spirit during the process where you have surrendered
your will to his will the lord has dug deep down in you and taken out of you all that is not like him then he can impart himself
in you his spirit is in control no longer the works of your flesh he has empowered you to do his will now you can receive the
blessings the lord has promised you i remember many years ago when the lord spoke these words into my spirit after you have
suffered awhile i will restore strengthen and keep you 1 peter 5 10 but what i didn t know that it would be years later that i
would have to go through sickness pain and suffering through this process he was preparing me for my healing ministry

Seven-Mile Miracle 2017-02-28
his final words are your new beginning it s good friday the son of god is giving up his life what does he want to say to us in his
final hours what does he tell the people standing at the foot of the cross to pass down to the ages he speaks only seven short
statements words of forgiveness salvation relationship abandonment distress triumph and reunion seven statements that mean
everything in seven mile miracle pastor steven furtick shows us how jesus s last words offer mile markers for our journey in
relationship with god it s a lifelong journey and it s not always easy but jesus is both our guide and our destination as we
travel includes questions for reflection and a forty day reading guide to jesus s death and resurrection a proven path for
spiritual growth from time to time we all feel stuck in our relationship with god and frustrated by life s setbacks jesus faced
what could have been the ultimate defeat on the cross yet he emerged triumphant through his relationship with his heavenly father
and he showed us the way so that we could do the same in seven mile miracle steven furtick explores how jesus s seven last
statements on the cross offer a proven spiritual growth path for us you will experience the easter message more personally than
ever before as you engage the words of forgiveness salvation relationship abandonment distress triumph reunion after all we are
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not simply believers people who have put our faith in jesus we are not simply disciples pupils who learn from him we are called to
be followers of christ this is your opportunity to follow jesus through his death and move forward in his resurrection power
starting now

Knowing God Through His Names 2011-03
do you know what your name means or why you are named what you are most parents search baby name books and the internet for name
ideas yet ancient names carried even more significance god s names answer to our insecurities fears anxieties and troubles
whatever is going on in our lives knowing and trusting god s name will meet us right where we are from genesis to revelation the
one true god unmasks himself through his names to those willing to look this gives us an opportunity to have a renewed sense of
who god really is and how powerfully he acts on behalf of those who love him this unique bible study knits together old testament
names of god with new testament names of jesus he is unchanging throughout the bible the one consistency we have in an
inconsistent world knowing god through his names will draw you near to the heart of god the father while unveiling the connection
to jesus the son

Finally Liberated 2017-02-24
finally liberated through the reality of gods love is a book for all christians for new believers it provides foundation building
materials for establishing a close walk with the lord for more mature christians who may have grown dull of hearing it provides an
opportunity to hear again what drew them to the lord in the first place finally liberated shows believers how loving and merciful
their heavenly father is and how very much he wants them to succeed in this life it is a book not only about being blessed but
also about being a blessing to others through the scriptures finally liberated illustrates how to please the lord and how to
receive the many promises he puts forth in his word the many biblical truths discussed will help believers become free by changing
the circumstances of their lives through the love and power of god it is stockerts prayer that people coming to the altar from all
around the world will walk away with a copy of finally liberated in their hands and the words of this book will become firmly
planted within their hearts

Crossing the Great Divide: Walking with God Through Nature 2022-01-06
for i know the plans i have for you declares the lord plans to prosper you and not to harm you plans to give you hope and a future
then you will call on me and come and pray to me and i will listen to you you will seek me and find me when you seek me with all
your heart i will be found by you declares the lord and will bring you back from captivity jeremiah 29 11 14 walking in the path
of darkness i never looked up to see god s light i had put god on the shelf i was making my way in life i was gaining notoriety
and recognition for my accomplishments my pride arrogance and selfishness were shining in my fleshly success i was rolling and
life was rocking until one day god placed a boulder in my path i could not move in the blink of an eye i lost my career and my
marriage was coming to an end my heavenly father had stopped my fleshly ways to show me the deep darkness of my soul he would take
the pieces of clay from my brokenness place me back on his pottery wheel remold me with his loving hands and put me through the
fire to purify my soul he would lead me to his place the back porch where he would teach me to meditate show me visions give me
peace in his quietness and open my ears to hear his voice i would listen as he would speak through the pen and i would record his
spoken words exhausted tired and weary a broken man was being healed through the writings of his heavenly father in this journey
he will use my love for nature to share with me the simple things in life explain my visions and gain understanding as we walk
through this journey together god shines his light and speaks to every man and woman you must take the time to see his light and
be still in his presence to hear his voice open this book take a journey with me and experience how god heals and remolds a broken
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man he led me to write this book so you can see how god changed me and experience how god can change you

Surprised by the Voice of God 1998-10-13
this book takes you tgo the bible to discover the variety of creative deeply personal ways god still communicates with us today
back cover

The Fingerprints of God 2000-06-26
this is a print on demand book and is therefore non returnable

A Journey through Christmas 2019-10-09
christmas season is a time to reflect on the life altering universe shaking event that took place approximately 2000 years ago in
a small village in palestine the king of glory the eternal god the son entered the human race to save sinners from every tribe
tongue and nation jesus in his high priestly prayer hours before his crucifixion prayed in john 17 4 5 i glorified you on the
earth having accomplished the work which you have given me to do now father glorify me together with yourself with the glory which
i had with you before the world was jesus focus from his birth to his ascension was clear to glorify god the father and to magnify
all that god is like culminating in the cross for the salvation of god s people the one born of the virgin mary lived to show the
nature of god this christmas season we are going to look at twenty five things concerning who and what god is with each attribute
there is an accompanying song of response and explanation behind the song god is holy and glorious this season study who he is and
see more clearly the beauty of what christ accomplished on the cross

An Unexpected Revival 2022-06-07
do you long to feel a closer connection to god to discern his voice experience his peace and live in his joy in this 8 week bible
study an unexpected revival experiencing god s goodness through disappointment and doubt you will encounter a unique picture of
revival through ezekiel s prophecies god chose to spark revival through people who seemed counted out cast aside and disregarded
ezekiel reveals that we are not the first people to believe our doubts and doubt our beliefs when circumstances spiral out of
control but god pursues us with his goodness desiring to bring revival to our broken hearts through a study of the book of ezekiel
god offers an invitation to experience his faithfulness when surrounded by uncertainty reignite our hope instead of losing heart
realize the call of god reawakening us to our purpose rest in contentment rather than dwell in disappointment an unexpected
revival sparks a fire in our longing heart to feel renewed excitement in our relationship with god instead of going through the
motions checking the boxes and wondering why god feels so far away ezekiel teaches us to come close and invite god to fill us with
fresh fire god offers his joy peace and purpose to any who seek it do you long for revival this 8 week study will also include
video teaching through vimeo

Jesus By Her Side 2023-06-20
jesus by her side finding the nearness of god through the eyes of the women in the gospels guides you to more readily recognize
and respond to the presence of an invisible god who still chooses to dwell with us you will watch the man of christ move among the
ancient women in the gospels that you might recognize his spirit as he moves toward you today in this book cody invites you to
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understand the heart of god for you by seeing jesus come to life on the pages of scripture refresh your prayer life with simple
specific easy to do practices engage the lord in the midst of your circumstances gain confidence in the truth that jesus is near
you and for you dare to believe that it might be possible to live more securely in his presence in that place where the nearness
he promised isn t just theory isn t just for someone else but is an everyday reality is your everyday reality

Seeing Yourself Through God's Eyes 2015-08-01
do you know who you are even more importantly do you know whose you are christians often look at their lives through natural eyes
and see themselves as lonely depressed unacceptable to god unable to be who they really want to be but a christian who looks at
him or herself through god s eyes sees someone quite different in this encouraging book bestselling author june hunt helps you
change your focus as you look in the mirror of god s word the reflection she urges you to see includes you as a child of god
chosen by god reconciled to god created to do good works for christ secure in the love of god these are just five of the wonderful
aspects of you as seen through the eyes of god in this life changing 31 day devotional you ll find riches in your own life you
never knew you possessed

My Life Journey Through . . . with God 2017-03-13
this is my true story what reflected in my life and how i am still fighting for success with courage this is also outlines the
reason of my survival through my faith and relationship with my creator god every family has a story to tell and mine will bring
hope to the broken families and individuals that god is always there that there is reason to face some seasons and overcome them
because we are still alive this book is to encourage families to have hope love and peace to unite families to instill the spirit
of forgiveness in the journey of our lives and to find ways to have peace and heal for a better life life is too short to
entertain the past

Help Lord, Make Us One! 2006-05-01
help lord make us one the journey through is a four part journey focused on helping the reader process through life with god
through obedience to and receiving the plan of god the reader will reconcile to god while being delivered from their personal
egypt the reader will be challenged to make up his her mind to serve god and evaluate their many choices in life the second
portion of the book deals with reconciling to oneself as the reader goes through the wilderness and personal closets of their life
removing the masks and getting rid of the extra baggage deliverance is the theme of the second portion and allows the soil of the
reader s heart to loosen or break up so the word of god can be planted deeper the reader will be challenged to make up his her
mind to unveil god s hidden treasure planted deep inside of them the third portion of the journey reveals a need to reconcile to
humanity through divine revelations the reader will be restored to god and then reach out to humanity as the reader begins to
apply the word of god rightly true restoration to the body of christ is fortified lastly the reader will be reminded that life is
a continuous journey individually and collectively we must make a choice to endure the process god had to take me through many
places caves valleys ditches hell a state of being lost and the furnace of affliction to develop my testimony god made my comfort
zone uncomfortable to push me on purpose yes the process continues allow me to share that by definition revelation means to
uncover whether it uncovers the truth or exposes the lie divine revelation from the lord is intended to help us move into our
destiny as we journey through the process called life often we focus on going deeper into the word of god but for this journey our
responsibility is to allow the word of god to go deeper in us this journey begins is centered around and will ultimately end up
challenging you to confirm your relationship with christ it is this relationship that will stand as the foundation of your divine
connection for eternity how will you journey through have you believed what god has said to you have you ever thought you were the
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only one with an assignment through the valley have you ever been processed by god and considered giving up well i came to help
push you into your destiny as you face the person in the mirror daily i believe you will catch the revelation that god loved you
through your process on purpose now that you have endured the storm the rain the hurt and the pain you cannot afford to quit
someone needs your true testimony now the time has come to journey through

Leading the Way Through Galatians 2013-03-01
it s tempting for christians to think they can experience god s life and power through church attendance religious symbols and
rituals and good deeds but as the book of galatians makes clear religion means nothing unless believers are connected to the
source of god s life and power in leading the way through galatians michael youssef applies paul s message to the churches in
galatia to the challenge of living as authentic christians in the twenty first century the message of the gospel is a message of
freedom from the law freedom from bondage to sin freedom from fear freedom from judgment and freedom from the need to perform and
please others through stories and contemporary insights the timeless truths of galatians will take on a new and powerful meaning
as today s readers learn to apply this liberating message to everyday life and everyday situations

A Journey Through the Kingdom of God 2006-11
a journey through the kingdom of god was written to give god s people the proper teaching resources and a true sword to fight a
good fight of faith to win spiritual warfare rev wiggins found that most of god s people were suffering because of lack of
knowledge so he went into god s pharmacy the bible and wrote a very powerful prescription this formula will cure all of god s
people from this disgraceful disease in an effort to make the learning process easier the author scripturally defines and
describes the path that leads to external life and the one that leads to external death he outlines salvation how to develop a
spiritual life how to live holy how to pray and how to continue down the path of righteousness as a knowledgeable christian

A Gentle Thunder 2009-08-31
god does what it takes to get our attention how far do you want him to go to get yours what if god moved you to another land as he
did abraham what if he called you out of retirement remember moses these stories of the relentless pursuit of god assure us of his
strength and remind us of his kindness

Follow the Light 2013-10
we know how the story begins now take a fresh look at god s first recorded words and god said let there be light and there was
light genesis 1 3 in john 8 12 jesus said i am the light of the world this light goes on forever just as the love of god never
ends follow the light links the first words god spoke in the bible to the experiences of god s people and the teachings of jesus
christ delve into an exploration of the scriptures considering all the ways that light is a metaphor for god his kingdom and his
infinite love created for individuals and small groups follow the light examines god s presence in various forms of light and uses
numerous scriptural references to show us that the presence of our heavenly father is all around us this eight week study is
divided into personal daily assignments along with suggested prayer topics to encourage regular conversations with our heavenly
father the final chapter is designed as a self reflection tool and offers suggestions to develop a rich and fulfilling prayer life
as you complete this bible study and contemplate on the glory of god s word and the vastness of his creation you will begin to
feel our heavenly father s constant presence and visibility in your life and there was beautiful life giving and loving light
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Life: a Journey Through the Mind of God 2018-01-08
this book is about the spiritual truths that undergird the natural truths of this consciousness we call life the grand truth
expressed in this book is that life in all its reality is according to gods purpose

Restoration with God 2021-08-18
restoration with god while we may all wonder why the world we live in is a mess and things don t seem to get better though we may
not understand everything we can look up to god for answers the book of restoration with god came as one of many tools that god
raised to bring awareness to his word that still brings healing today it discusses restoration in a biblical view its importance
and what we can do to regain control of our lives no matter what we may have been through

Appropriating Truth 2014-06-18
because of god s heart dream he has given himself wholeheartedly and completely to man in covenant integrity god did not just give
himself to us in some kind of reluctant religious way or in just some kind of inferior meaningless religious philosophy no he gave
his heart to us his commitment in covenant integrity he gave himself to us his devotion his care his whole heart his everything in
covenant commitment in covenant integrity as if he could not be trusted and so in the new covenant as opposed to the old covenant
which was between god and man in the new covenant we discover that the second party is now god himself he swore by himself by his
own being incarnate in a human body being our original blueprint and now also one with the human race in the incarnation this
jesus forever became our inseparable representative deity took upon himself humanity to become our inseparable surety he became
the surety of our eternal union with god jesus through the incarnation and then the resurrection thus became the security of our
union with god for all eternity isn t that wonderful this is book number four in the series helping the believer to fully
appropriate truth there are 6 books in this series 1 faith s vision 2 faith inspired obedience 3 god s unfailing integrity 4
appropriating truth 5 multiply what you have in god 6 faith s fuel

A Lifestyle of Divine Encounters 2018-04-17
three secrets to living saturated in gods presence people are desperate to experience godnot just at church or a special event but
on a continuous daily basis is this even possible patricia bootsma one of the key leaders of catch the fire toronto has made it
her life goal to walk in a lifestyle of divine encountersand mentor you to do the same learn to access a consistent experience
with the presence of god by combining three key elements prayer gods living word and the prophetic this incredible resource will
empower you to release the power of prophecy learn the benefits of living a prophetic lifestyle keys to discerning true vs false
prophecy and secrets to operating in the revelatory realms of dreams visions and prophetic encounters experience the living word
of god discover the link between word and spirit activate the scriptures through prayer and experience joy in your bible study as
the written word comes to life activate the force of prayer experience powerful results from operating in different realms of
prayersoaking prophetic decree praying in tongues confession and petition you never have to leave the presence of god encounter
him in a fresh way today

Experiencing Jesus Through Communion 2021-03-16
there is miraculous power in the sacrament of communion more than a religious ritual communion is a doorway into untapped realms
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of gods glory and miracle working power in this 40 day prayer and devotional experience beni and bill johnson take you on a prayer
journey through the lords supper as it is revealed in scripture discover communion as a sacred place of intimacy with god a weapon
of spiritual warfare a prophetic act that creates dynamic change a catalyst for total healing join beni and bill johnson on this
journey of rediscovery and open yourself to a powerful encounter with the living god

Praying Through the Names of God 2014-08-01
when life gets too hard to stand kneel you are called to be a prayer warrior but which name should you call upon god has more than
one name each represents a different aspect of his character when you know which name to call you will pray more effectively and
more specifically to your need in this book dr tony evans provides tools to transform your prayer life as you get to know god in
new ways you will experience god as jehovah jireh the lord will provide allow god to be el simchatch gili god my exceeding joy
make god your jehovah ori the lord my light know peace through jehovah shalon the lord our peace take god as your power source as
jehovah uzzi the lord my strength make wiser decisions by sitting at the feet of peleh yo etz wonderful counselor revitalize your
prayer life by connecting your needs with the characteristics of god s names

Into the Heart of God 2020-09-24
a twenty one day prayerful journey through the twenty one chapters of the gospel of john each day the reader is invited to journey
with jesus through a particular section of scripture to listen to his words to reflect on specific questions and to respond in
whatever way the spirit leads ideal for small groups who want to journey together further into the heart of god

Good Vs. Evil . . . Overcoming Degradation Through the Love and Brilliance of God
2010-12-27
the truth is we are all just a little bit crazy in some areas of our life to a whole lot of crazy being miss directed is one of
the things mankind has in common as the various forms of insanity work the same way in every one of us weve all been programmed to
unknowingly believe in a host of lies and its our belief in the need to uphold the lies that do us in there are laws that pertain
to the universe these laws cannot be broken without creating diverse consequences with every action there is an opposite reaction
of effect and where do the decisions we make come from they generally come from our minds the question then becomes whos
controlling the mind if your mind is at work and in agreement with you then you would rightly say you are controlling your mind
but if you occasionally find that your mind is working against you then you should consider you are not solely in control jesus
referred to satan as the father of lies i intend to show how the workings of evil are constructed through the placement of lies
and how these lies in combination are at work to disrupt our lives i will show how the longest and greatest lie is packaged and
how the six major steps that makes up a combined package works powerfully against you then i will show how the effects from the
lies get all mixed in with the pain you experience and how the end results can be devastating this book is about our need for
revelation and offers the reader an opportunity to begin a personal journey with life as it truly is this is a lifelong journey in
spirit and truth and it begins with your full recognition of the need for having god working continuously in your life

Love Magnified 2021-03-10
what story in the bible speaks intimately to you of god s love this is a question that i asked myself and others as i prepared to
write this devotional the answers were varied and specific most answers came quickly letting me know these were responses from the
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heart from a woman who was adopted and as an adult was privileged to know her birth parents the answer was god s adoption of us
into his family from a pastor who remembers his days on the streets the lesson from jesus about healing your opposition one friend
is especially touched by god s grace and inclusion for those we deem unworthy around these answers i crafted this devotional
seeking to capture the love that pours from the pages of scripture into our hearts i believe that the holy spirit has written your
answer to that question into this book the greatest love story jesus sacrifice for all mankind is there from beginning to end as
you read i pray your heart will be open to receive the love that resonates with your life experiences in such a way that you can
feel his love healing you with each turn of the page
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